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(B. Ebrahimian).The current study presents ﬁnite element simulations of shear localization along the interface between
cohesionless granular soil and bounding structure under large shearing movement. Micro-polar (Coss-
erat) continuum approach is applied in the framework of elasto-plasticity in order to overcome the
numerical problems of localization modeling seen in the conventional continuum mechanics. The effects
of different micro-polar kinematic boundary conditions, along the interface, on the evolution and location
of shear band are shown by the numerical results. Furthermore, shear band thickness is also investigated
for its dependence on the initial void ratio, vertical pressure and mean grain size. Here, the distribution
and evolution of static and kinematic quantities are the main focuses regarding inﬁnite layer of micro-
polar material during plane shearing, especially with advanced large movement of bounding structure.
The inﬂuence of such movement has not been investigated yet in the literature. Based on the results
obtained from this study, shear localization appears parallel to the direction of shearing. It occurs either
in the middle of granular layer or near boundaries, regarding the assumed micro-polar kinematic bound-
ary conditions at the bottom and top surfaces of granular soil layer. Narrower shear band is observed in
lower rotation resistance of soil particles along the interface. It is emphasized that the displacement mag-
nitude of bounding structure has signiﬁcant effect on the distribution and evolution of state variables and
polar quantities in the granular soil layer. However, continuous displacement has no meaningful effect on
the thickness of shear band. Here, smooth distributions of void ratio and shear stress components are
obtained within the shear band, what the other previous numerical investigations did not receive.
Despite indirect linking of Lade’s model to the critical state soil mechanics, state variables tend towards
asymptotical stationary condition in large shear deformation.
 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
The localization of shear deformations in the narrow zones is
called shear bands and observed frequently in granular materials
during failure mechanism. Shear localization can develop in the
granular body and along the interface between granular material
and bounding structure under motion. This interface behavior
plays an important role in most geotechnical engineering struc-
tures such as retaining walls, shallow foundations, piles, tunnels
and reinforced soils. The interface behavior affects the overall bear-
ing capacity of system as well as the realistic estimation of forces,
transferred from the surrounding soil to the moving bounding
structure (Tejchman, 1989, 1997).ll rights reserved.
; fax: +98 (0) 21 664 03808.
brahimian.babak@gmail.comOn the other hand, the mechanical properties of granular mate-
rial, density, stress state, dilatancy resistance and surface rough-
ness of bounding structure have signiﬁcant effects on the
development of shear band and consequently on the system’s bear-
ing capacity (Gudehus, 1994, 1999). The deformation pattern of
soil, near interface, and the shear resistance between granular
materials and bounding structures (of different surface roughness)
have been experimentally studied using different testing devices.
These devices are: direct shear test (Potyondy, 1961; Jewell and
Wroth, 1987; Paikowsky et al., 1995; Tejchman and Wu, 1995;
DeJong and Frost, 2002; Frost et al., 2002); simple shear test
(Uesugi and Kishida, 1986a,b; Uesugi et al., 1988); pullout test
(Bauer and Mowafy, 1988); and ring torsional test (Yoshimi and
Kishida, 1981; Garga and Infante Sedano, 2002). The results, ob-
tained from such studies, show the effects of mean grain size, gran-
ular material density, surface roughness and stiffness of bounding
structure (Potyondy, 1961; Uesugi and Kishida, 1986a; Boulon,
1989; Paikowsky et al., 1995; Tejchman and Wu, 1995; DeJong
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and Kishida, 1986b; Tejchman and Wu, 1995; Tejchman, 2004)
on the mobilized shear resistance at the interface and also on the
corresponding displacement ﬁeld inside the granular body.
According to the experimental observations, if shear deformation
occurs along soil–structure interface, then soil grains may rotate
and slide along the surface of bounding structure (Uesugi, 1987;
Boulon and Hassan, 1998). The sliding and rotating resistances
are mostly deﬁned by shape, size, surface roughness, packing den-
sity and orientation of contact planes of particles as well as the
pressure level. Shear resistance, during deformation, is resulted
form the skin friction between soil body and bounding structure
surface (Ingold, 1983; Williams and Houlihan, 1987; Farrag et al.,
1993; Bergado et al., 1996; Zettler et al., 1998, 2000; Konietzky
et al., 2004). Very rough surfaces can capture even small grains.
Therefore, the sliding and rotating of soil particles can be fully or
partially prevented depending on the surface roughness of bound-
ing structure.
Regarding largemovements of bounding structure, the intensive
shear deformations are developed, along the rough surface of
bounding structure, as a shear bandwith thickness of several grains
size (Roscoe, 1970). It should be mentioned that the granular body
outside the shear band is almost not affected. Pretty sharp strain
gradients, noticeable volume changes, strain softening and grain
rotations can be observed in the shear band (Roscoe, 1970;
Brummund and Leonards, 1973; Oda et al., 1982; Kishida and
Uesugi, 1987; Mühlhaus and Vardoulakis, 1987; Tejchman and Wu,
1995; Desrues et al., 1996; Gudehus, 1997; Oda and Kazama, 1998).
According to the experiments conducted on sand specimens,
the thickness of shear band is not a material constant. It mainly de-
pends on the size, shape and surface roughness of grains, initial
density, stress state and the interaction between soil and bounding
structure. Shear resistance is not constant during shearing along
the interface; ﬁrst, it increases up to its peak value with increasing
of shear deformation, and then decreases toward its stationary va-
lue (Tejchman and Wu, 1995).
Soil–structure interface behavior is basically related to the shear
localization phenomenon, developed inside the soil body near
bounding structure, which cannot be modeled properly within the
framework of conventional continuum mechanics. Onset of shear
localization can only be predicted by conventional continuum
mechanics models through bifurcation analysis (Rudnicki and Rice,
1975; Rice, 1976). While, post bifurcation behavior is mesh-depen-
dent in ﬁnite element simulations due to the lack of an internal
length, in micro-scale, within the conventional continuum. There-
fore, the estimated thickness of shear band is scaled by element size
(Needleman and Tvergaard, 1984; de Borst et al., 1993).
In order to overcome the mentioned deﬁciencies, one possible
way is employing micro-polar or so-called Cosserat continuum.
In such continuum, the constitutive models can take into account
some micro-properties of materials by which the regularization
of boundary value problems, in the region of post-peak behavior,
is obtained (Sluy et al., 1991). Micro-polar continuum offers the
possibility of stabilizing solutions for granular materials using
internal length which is related to the mean grain size (Mühlhaus,
1989; Tejchman and Wu, 1993; Voyiadjis et al., 2005; Arslan and
Sture, 2007). As the internal length enters into the constitutive
equations, the thickness of shear bands can be properly captured.
Kinematics of micro-polar continuum is identiﬁed by additional
rotation degrees of freedom besides the displacement degrees of
freedom available in the conventional continuum. Micro-rotations,
or so-called Cosserat rotations, are related to micro-curvatures and
couple stresses. Therefore, the stress tensor is non-symmetric due
to the presence of couple stress.
The capability of micro-polar models in solving various bound-
ary value problems, including shear localization, has been shownby several researchers. The ones who used micro-polar elasto-plas-
tic laws are: Mühlhaus (1989), de Borst (1991), Tejchman and Wu
(1993), Tejchman (1994), Manzari (2004), Alsaleh et al. (2006,
2009), Alshibli et al. (2006), Arslan and Sture (2008a,b), Kitsabunn-
arat et al. (2008) and Ebrahimian et al. (2011). Other researchers
who applied micro-polar hypoplastic models are: Tejchman
(1994), Bauer and Tejchman (1995), Tejchman and Bauer (1996,
2005), Bauer and Huang (1999), Tejchman and Gudehus (2001),
Huang et al. (2002), Gudehus and Nübel (2004), Bauer et al.
(2006) and Tejchman and Wu (2010).
Micro-polar continuum has also been used for numerical and
analytical studies of shear bands formation in the granular bodies
close to the bounding structures (Tejchman and Wu, 1995, 2010;
Tejchman, 2000; Tejchman and Gudehus, 2001; Huang and Bauer,
2003; Huang et al., 2003; Bauer, 2005; Bauer and Tantono, 2009).
These studies are mostly based on using micro-polar hypoplastic
models. However, systematical numerical investigations have
rarely been conducted on the interface shear behavior of soil
bodies adjacent to the moving bounding structures using elasto-
plastic Cosserat models. Accordingly, few numerical studies have
been carried out using simple elasto-plastic Cosserat models
(Tejchman, 1989; de Borst, 1993; Unterreiner, 1994; Unterreiner
et al., 1994; Tejchman and Wu, 1994). Tejchman and Wu (1994)
studied the shear behavior in the simple shear test. They applied
the very simple elasto-plastic Von Mises Cosserat model, proposed
by Mühlhaus, for granular materials (Mühlhaus, 1986; Mühlhaus
and Vardoulakis, 1987). Meanwhile, de Borst (1993) investigated
the shear localization phenomenon which was developed inside
an inﬁnite long shear layer and in a biaxial specimen, composed
of a strain-softening Drucker-Prager material. In this regard, a
pressure-dependent J2-ﬂow theory was proposed by de Borst
(1993), for use within the framework of Cosserat continuum. How-
ever, these models use stress limit conditions like Von Mises or
Drucker-Prager plasticity criteria which are not appropriate to
model the behavior of cohesionless granular materials detected
in experiments. With respect to the aforementioned studies, a
more advanced constitutive model which is best ﬁtted to the real
behavior of granular materials should be used in the numerical
analysis based on micro-polar elasto-plastic continuum in order
to study more precisely the interface behavior between granular
material and bounding structure under movement. Consequently,
in applying very large displacement to the bounding structure,
more reliable results as well as more realistic behavior of granular
materials can be obtained concerning the interface behavior with
shear localization.
Recently, the authors have investigated the effects of periodic
ﬂuctuations of micro-polar boundary conditions, prescribed along
the interface, on the shear behavior of neighboring granular layer
(Ebrahimian et al., 2011). Geogrid reinforcement in the reinforced
soil structure is an example of such kind. In this regard, they have
used an elasto-plastic Cosserat model which takes into account
particle rotations, micro-curvatures, non-symmetric shear stresses,
couple stresses and internal length. Unlike geotextiles or sheet
reinforcement materials, the mechanism of geogrid reinforcement
is dominated by interlocking effect due to its cells. In this regard,
the evolution and location of shear band, emerged within the gran-
ular layer adjacent to rigid body under very large movement, have
been considered. The effects of pressure level, mean grain diameter
and stratiﬁed soil have also been considered in their study for a
certain periodic ﬂuctuation of rotation resistance of soil grains
due to the non-uniform roughness of rigid body’s surface.
It is noted that in most numerical investigations, using micro-
polar hypoplastic models, strong oscillation is seen in the distribu-
tions of void ratio and shear stress components across the shear
band (Huang, 2000; Tejchman, 2000; Tejchman and Gudehus,
2001; Huang and Bauer, 2003). It should be mentioned that in
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components strongly depend on the grain roughness expressed by
micro-polar constant. If the effect of micro-polar constant is small,
these distributions may be also smooth in the shear band. In fact,
this kind of oscillation is unrealistic and not consistent with the
experimental results available in the literature. Moreover, in such
studies, the void ratio corresponded to the stationary states is
not unique. This ratio is deformation mode dependent and can sig-
niﬁcantly exceed its critical value. However, it is experimentally
evident that the void ratio has its maximum quantity in the shear
band but still with smooth distribution (Brummund and Leonards,
1973; Oda et al., 1982; Kishida and Uesugi, 1987; Mühlhaus and
Vardoulakis, 1987; Tejchman and Wu, 1995; Desrues et al., 1996).
Following the relevant studies, already existed in the literature,
the research presented here is the ﬁrst numerical simulation which
systematically addresses the distribution and evolution of state
variables and polar quantities within inﬁnite micro-polar elasto-
plastic granular soil layer, particularly under large shear deforma-
tion. Although the simulation of inﬁnite granular layer under
shearing has already been studied, the main novel aspect of the
present work is focusing on the inﬂuence of large movement of
bounding structure on the shear behavior of neighboring micro-
polar elasto-plastic granular layer. Furthermore, smooth distribu-
tions of void ratio and shear stress components are also obtained,
what is not found in the above mentioned studies. In contrast to
the previous paper by the authors (Ebrahimian et al., 2011), herein,
emphasis is on the homogenous distribution of micro-polar bound-
ary conditions along the interface. Although, almost similar FE cal-
culations have been carried out in thoroughly different framework,
i.e., micro-polar hypoplasticity for instance by Tejchman and
Gudehus (2001) and Huang and Bauer (2003).
As mentioned earlier, micro-polar or Cosserat continuum in the
elasto-plasticity framework is adopted in order to study the evolu-
tion of shear localization in the granular body adjacent to moving
bounding structure. The mechanical behavior of cohesionless gran-
ular soil is described using Lade’s single hardening model. This
model is enhanced by micro-rotations and couple stresses through
stress invariants. Lade’s model accounts for the dilatancy effects
which are missing in many elasto-plastic models. In this model,
the internal length is related to the mean grain size in a physical
natural manner. The mentioned model can describe the formation
of shear bands, their thickness, spacing and the related scale effect
due to the presence of an internal length in the form of mean grain
size (Alsaleh et al., 2006; Alshibli et al., 2006). Despite being pre-
sented before (Alsaleh et al., 2006), Cosserat model is used here
for a new aim that is studying the interface behavior between
granular soil and a bounding structure under large movement.
In this research, the effects of different micro-polar kinematic
boundary conditions, prescribed along the interface, are studied
on the evolution and location of shear localization. The simulations
of shear localization, developed inside the inﬁnite narrow ex-
tended granular layer, are carried out under constant vertical pres-
sure and free dilatancy. Here, the effects of displacement
magnitude, applied to the bounding structure, on the distribution
and evolution of state variables, polar quantities and shear band
thickness are considered as well.
The prescribed micro-polar boundary conditions reﬂect the
rotation resistance of soil particles against the surface of bounding
structure. This is demonstrated for two different micro-polar
boundary conditions along the interface between granular layer
and very rough surface of bounding structure. In the ﬁrst case,
the particles are free to rotate and in the second, they are pre-
vented from rotating. The former is modeled through zero couple
stresses and the latter through locked micro-rotations.
It is noted that the FE results, presented herein, include the cal-
culations for very rough interfaces. Here, it is attempted to showthat the micro-polar elasto-plastic Lade’s model can properly sim-
ulate the localization in the granular materials through plane
shearing of an inﬁnite narrow extended granular layer along a very
rough wall. In other words, the model is ﬁrstly calibrated for a
known problem with recognized behavior and the obtained results
are regularly classiﬁed. Then, this model can be used for other
interface conditions including smooth, rough, medium smooth
and medium rough interfaces in future studies.
Furthermore, a parametric study is carried out regarding the
dependence of shear band thickness on the initial void ratio, verti-
cal pressure and mean grain size. This effort is done under large
movement of bounding structure parallel to the interface.
The rest parts of this paper describe the following materials as:
Section 2: brief outline of Cosserat continuum, constitutive rela-
tions, calibration procedure of model parameters, incremental
form of constitutive equations and integration scheme; Section 3:
ﬁnite element implementation in the Updated Lagrangian (UL)
frame and solution technique; Section 4: ﬁnite element discretiza-
tion and micro-polar boundary conditions; Section 5: numerical
results; Section 6: summary and general conclusions.
2. Description of the constitutive model
2.1. Outline of Cosserat continuum and constitutive relations
In Cosserat continuum, each point can translate and indepen-
dently rotate during deformation. The kinematics of a micro-polar
continuum is characterized by the macro-displacement ﬁeld (ui)
and the micro-rotations xci
 
where, i = 1, 2, 3 (Eringen, 1976). In
the continuum mechanics, the so-called velocity gradient (L) is
written as Lij ¼ @ _ui=@xj; xj is the position vector of the current
conﬁguration. L can also be represented as the sum of symmetric
part, _eij ¼ 1=2ð@ _ui=@xj þ @ _uj=@xiÞ, and skew symmetric part,
Wij ¼ 1=2ð@ _ui=@xj  @ _uj=@xiÞ. Furthermore, Wij is also termed as
macro-spin tensor and can be given by macro-spin vector ð _xkÞ
according to Wij ¼ 2ijk _xk. Cosserat spin tensor, corresponding to
micro-motion, is then deﬁned as:
Wcij ¼ 2ijk _xck: ð1Þ
It is noted that Cosserat spin is not related to macro spin which is a
rotation of continuum. Then, Cosserat strain rate (or rate of defor-
mation) is read as the difference between macro-motion and mi-
cro-motion (William et al., 1995):
_ecij ¼ _eij þWij Wcij ¼
@ _ui
@xj
þ 2kij _xck: ð2Þ
Cosserat strain rate tensor, deﬁned in Eq. (2), produces non-symme-
try in the stress tensor (Tomantschger, 2002). According to Eq. (2),
in cases where macro-spin is equal to micro-spin, then the strain
rate tensor is reduced to the stretching tensor of conventional
non-polar continuum. Micro-curvature vector of deformation or
the gradient of particle rotation can be deﬁned as jij ¼ @xci =@xj.
In this study, the Lade’s single hardening constitutive model
(Lade and Nelson, 1987; Kim and Lade, 1988; Lade and Kim,
1988), enhanced with Cosserat rotation and couple stress via inter-
nal length, is adopted to simulate the mechanical behavior of soil.
The enhancement has been conducted through second stress and
deviatoric stress invariants in order to incorporate the internal
length. This model is an elasto-plastic soil model with a single yield
surface expressed in terms of stress invariants. Lade’s model has a
non-linear elasticity function where non-associative ﬂow rule and
high non-linear plastic work-based hardening function are as-
sumed. The model formulations are brieﬂy discussed in the follow-
ing; the details are found in Alsaleh (2004) and Alsaleh et al.
(2006).
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this work is deﬁned as:
E ¼ MLPa IIPa
 2
þ 6 1þ t
1 2t
 
J02
P2a
" #k
; ð3Þ
where, Pa = atmospheric pressure used to normalize stresses; II = ﬁrst
invariant of the stress tensor, II = rii (i = 1, 2, 3);ML and k = dimension-
less material parameters which are determined by a series of simple
experiments including loading–unloading–reloading cycles (more de-
tails are seen in Lade and Nelson (1987)); t = constant Poisson’s ratio;
and J02 ¼ second deviatoric stress invariant which is given by:
J02 ¼h3 ½ðr11r22Þ2þðr33r22Þ2þ r11r33ð Þ2þ
r12þr21
2
 2 	
þh4
l2
m21þm22
 
;
ð4Þ
where, h3 and h4 = balancing factors between couple stresses (mi)
and stresses (rij); l = internal length (equal to d50, where d50 is mean
grain size).
Plastic ﬂow occurs when the state of stress touches the yield
criterion (fp) causing the material to undergo plastic deformations.
The plastic strain increment is calculated by the ﬂow rule as
_ePij ¼ _kpð@gp=@rijÞ; the plastic curvature increment of rotation
can be given as _jPi ¼ _kpð@gp=@miÞ; the general form of strain incre-
ment is _cPij ¼ _kp @gp=@rij
 
; rij = stress components of stress
tensor; mi = couple stress components of stress tensor; cPij ¼
plastic component of total strain tensor;
_kp ¼ proportionality factor ða positive scalarÞ:
_kp ¼
_WP
lgp
ð5Þ
and the plastic potential function is given as (Lade and Kim, 1988):
gp ¼ w1
I3I
IIII
 I
2
I
III
þ w2
 !
II
Pa
 l
; ð6Þ
where, w2 and l are plastic potential parameters that can be esti-
mated from experiments (Lade and Kim, 1988); the parameter w2
controls the intersection of plastic potential with hydrostatic pres-
sure axis; the exponent l determines the curvature of plastic poten-
tial in the principal stress space; the parameter w1 is weighting
factor, related to the curvature parameter m as suggested by Kim
and Lade (1988): w1 = 0.00155 m1.27; m = failure criterion parame-
ter that can be determined from experiments as shown in Lade and
Kim (1988); III and IIII = second and third stress invariants, respec-
tively. The second stress invariant is enhanced to incorporate the ef-
fects of couple stresses (m1,m2) as:
III ¼ h1 r12r21  r11r22  r11r33  r22r33ð Þ þ h2 m1m2
l2
; ð7Þ
where, hr (r = 1,2) = weighing coefﬁcients for statics. The enhance-
ment of stress invariants has been ﬁrst carried out by Mühlhaus
(1986, 1989) and then applied by de Borst (1991), Vardoulakis
and Sulem (1995) and Tejchman (1997). Accordingly, the values
of balancing factors (h1–h4) are obtained based on the nature of con-
tact distributions of grains in the granular medium (Mühlhaus,
1986, 1989; Vardoulakis and Sulem, 1995). The selected values
would affect the simulation results; however, regarding the lack
of detailed research in the literature, these factors are assumed as
one, recommended by Vardoulakis and Sulem (1995). Their
assumptions are based on micro-mechanical consideration of parti-
cle displacement and particle rotation including inter-particle slipand inter-particle shear. It should be mentioned that the effects of
these micro-polar constants on shear localization are signiﬁcant.
The third invariant of stress tensor is computed as
IIII = (r11r22r33  r33 r12r21).
Lade and Kim (1988) developed a yield function based on the
work-hardening and work-softening laws for frictional materials
and proposed the following function:
fP ¼ f 0PðrÞ  f 00P ðWPÞ ¼ 0; ð8Þ
where, WP = plastic work; and
f 0P ¼ w1
I3I
IIII
 I
2
I
III
 !
II
Pa
 h
eq; ð9Þ
where, h = material yield parameter that can be determined from
experimental data obtained from two arbitrary failure points along
the hydrostatic axis; q = model parameter, presented in Eq. (10),
with the range of zero to one at hydrostatic condition and failure,
respectively (Lade and Kim, 1988). It is calculated as:
q ¼ aS
1 ð1 aÞS ; ð10Þ
where, a = material parameter (Lade and Kim, 1988); S = stress level
with the range of zero to one at hydrostatic loading condition and
failure, respectively, and deﬁned as:
S ¼ 1
g1
I3I
IIII
 27
 !
II
Pa
 m
; ð11Þ
where, g1 = failure criterion parameter (Lade and Kim, 1988). It is a
dimensionless constant and can be determined upon triaxial com-
pression test results. Lade’s yield surface takes the shape of an
eye drop; each yield surface represents a contour for the plastic
work:
f 00P ¼
1
D
 1=qL WP
Pa
 1=qL
; ð12Þ
where, qL = P/h and D ¼ C=ð27w1 þ 3ÞqL are constants; f 00p increases
only if plastic work (WP) increases and the curve slope (fP versus
WP/Pa) decreases if plastic work increases. The parameters C and P
can be estimated using the results of an isotropic compression test
regarding the best ﬁtting of Eq. (13) with the test results. Now, plas-
tic work is estimated as:
WP ¼ CPa IIPa
 P
: ð13Þ
It can be used only during isotropic (hydrostatic) loading and as any
other preferred stress path starts; this state variable is updated
using certain integration scheme, discussed later. During hardening
regime, Eq. (12) is used to describe the non-linear hardening com-
ponent. As the materials are failed or meet the instability point,
hardening regime is terminated and softening regime is started. It
is an exponential function, expressed as:
f 00P ¼ AeB
WP
Pa
 
: ð14Þ
The Eq. (14) is used at instability point in order to describe the
exponential decay or softening behavior in the material. The con-
stants A and B should be estimated once at failure, where
S = q = 1.0, by following equations:
B ¼ b @f
00
P
@ WPPa
  1
f 00P
0
@
1
A
S¼1
0 6 b 6 1:0 ð15Þ
A ¼ f 00P e
BWP
Pa
 
S¼1
: ð16Þ
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ing part in the stress–strain curve (Lade and Jakobsen, 2002). The
material behaves perfectly plastic when b = 0, here b = 1 is used.
In 2D Cosserat continuum, the stress tensor is expressed as:
frg ¼ fr11 r22 r33 r12 r21 m1=l m2=l gT or
Xn o
¼ r
l
 	
:
ð17Þ
As described earlier, m1 and m2 are couple stress components
(m1 = l31,m2 = l32); l = length scale (equal to d50, where d50 is mean
grain size). It should be mentioned that stress tensor is non-sym-
metric due to the effects of couple stresses.
Strain matrix for 2D Cosserat continuum can be given in a vec-
tor form as:
fcg ¼ f c11 c22 c33 c12 c21 lj1 lj2 gT or fcg ¼
e
j
 	
:
ð18Þ
where, j1 and j2 are micro-curvatures (j1 = j31, j2 = j32). Similar
to stress tensor, the objective strain vector is also non-symmetric
and deviated from the classical one.
As dealing with stress and strain increments seem more conve-
nient, the following constitutive laws can be used:
f _rg ¼ ½Df _cg: ð19Þ
where, [D] is elasto-plastic stiffness matrix, derived from Cosserat
continuum. This matrix is a coupled stiffness matrix including the
terms of stresses and couple stresses.
Each point in the plane strain condition has three degrees of
freedom including two displacements (u1 and u2) and one rotation
xc3
 
, written as U ¼ u1u2xc3

 
.
2.2. Estimations of Lade’s model parameters
The micro-polar Lade’s model has totally 16 material constants,
for 11 of which (ML, k, t, m, g1, l, w2, h, a, C and P) the calibration
procedure are conducted based on the experimental data of three
conventional CD triaxial tests and one isotropic compression test.
These 11 constants are calibrated similarly in both micro- and
non-polar version of Lade’s model (Lade and Kim, 1988; Kim and
Lade, 1988) because the micro-polarity is not affected for purely
homogeneous and co-axial deformations with zero couple stresses.
The micro-polar constants within the present model are weighing
factors (h1–h4) which were described in Section 2.1 as well as the
mean grain size (d50 = 1 mm) which can be estimated from the
grain size distribution. It is worth noting that the effects of mi-
cro-polar constants on shear localization are signiﬁcant. The cali-
bration procedure is brieﬂy described here; the details are found
in Lade and Kim (1988), Kim and Lade (1988), Alsaleh (2004) and
Alsaleh et al. (2006).
Non-linear elasticity parameters (ML, k and t): These parameters
produce elastic strains whenever the stresses change. The fact that
this model depends on the stress invariants would allow us to use
conventional triaxial, biaxial, true triaxial tests or their combina-
tions. Using Hook’s law, E can be computed as a modulus of elastic-
ity through these tests with loading–unloading–reloading cycles.
The strains are purely elastic on the unloading–reloading line in
the volume change curve obtained from triaxial compression test.
Poisson’s ratio is determined from the initial slope, (Dev/De1), of
the mentioned line as follows:
t ¼ De3
De1
¼ 1
2
1 Dev
De1
 
: ð20Þ
Once Poisson’s ratio is estimated for a certain material, the Eq. (3) is
rewritten to calculate the values of ML and k as:log
E
Pa
 
¼ logML þ k log IIPa
 2
þ 6 1þ t
1 2t
 
J02
P2a
" #k
: ð21Þ
Then ðII=PaÞ2 þ ð6ð1þ tÞ=ð1 2tÞÞJ02=P2a
h i
is plotted versus (E/Pa) on
a log–log scale. Now, ML is determined as the intercept of best-ﬁt-
ting line with the vertical line, log ðII=PaÞ2 þ ð6ð1þ tÞ=
h
ð1 2tÞÞJ02=P2a  ¼ 1, and the exponent k is the slope of straight line.
In this regard, at least three tests with different conﬁning pressures
are required. The three elasticity parameters depend on the density
and micro-structural properties of the material. As the model is
stress invariants dependent, non-linear elastic modulus can be well
estimated by an experimental data using any stress path.
Yield function and failure criterion parameters (g1, m and a, h):
Failure criterion parameters (g1, m) impose limits on stress states
that can be reached. Yield function parameters (a, h) determine
where the plastic strain increments would occur. The failure crite-
rion is as follows:
S ¼ 1 ¼ f
g1
¼ 1
g1
 
I3I
IIII
 27
 !
II
Pa
 m
; ð22Þ
and it can be rewritten as:
log
I3I
IIII
 27
 !
¼ logg1 þm
Pa
II
 
: ð23Þ
The (Pa/II) can be plotted versus I
3
I =IIII
 
 27
 
at failure on log-
log scale based on the failure criterion. Then, g1 is determined as
the intercept between the best-ﬁtting line and the vertical line,
emanating from log(Pa/II) = 1, and the exponent m is the line
slope.
The plastic work value is unique along the yield surface and
therefore the value of driving stress is unique as well. If two stress
paths are considered, OA along the hydrostatic axis and OB along
the arbitrary stress path on the failure surface, then f 0PA ¼ f 0PB takes
place and h is obtained as:
h ¼
ln
w1
I3
IB
IIIIB

I2
IB
IIIB
 
e
ð27w1þ2Þ
0
@
1
A
ln IIAIIB
  : ð24Þ
where, e is the base of the natural logarithm.
Material loading under hydrostatic condition needs very high
pressure, what is not possible by available testing devices. There-
fore, a numerical extrapolation is used here to obtain IIA value.
For this purpose, the plastic work is plotted versus the ﬁrst stress
invariant during isotropic compression test. For the same material
and the same density one can obtain, for any stress path, the plastic
work at failure, WPB , which is the same as the plastic work at fail-
ure during isotropic loading, WPA (i.e. WPA =WPB). Knowing that
one can extrapolate the plastic work versus the ﬁrst stress invari-
ant to obtain IIA. Using this argument and applying the Eq. (24), h is
obtained.
Material hardening and softening parameters (C and P): These
parameters are used to determine the magnitudes of plastic
strain increments and estimated by the data obtained from iso-
tropic compression test. In this regard (WP/Pa) is plotted versus
(II/Pa) on log-log scale using the above data. It should be men-
tioned that (II/Pa) is equal to (3r3/Pa) for isotropic compression
stress condition. The intercept between the best-ﬁtting line and
the vertical line, emanating from log(II/Pa) = 1, is C and the line
slope is P.
All above estimated parameters are applied to obtain the values
of stress level parameters, S (Eq. (22)) and q:
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WP
DPa
 1=q
w1
I3I
IIII
 I2IIII
 
II
P
 h : ð25Þ
The experimental data set is used to plot S versus q for obtaining a
value.
Plastic potential function parameters (W2 and l): These parame-
ters produce the relative magnitudes of plastic strain increments
(function similar to Poisson’s ratio for elastic strains). In order to
estimate these parameters, the following quantities should be
calculated:
nx ¼
1
1þ t
I3I
I2II
ðr1 þ r3 þ 2tr3Þ þ w1
I4I
I2III
r1r3 þ tr23
 " #
 3w1
I3I
IIII
þ 2 I
2
I
III
; ð26Þ
ny ¼ w1
I3I
IIII
 I
2
I
III
: ð27Þ
These two quantities are estimated at failure for a given data set;
and then ny is plotted versus nx on the arithmetic scale. At least
three triaxial tests with different conﬁning pressures are required.
The data can be best ﬁtted by a straight line with the slope of 1/l
and the intercept with the vertical axis of W2.
While all material parameters have been estimated, all above
equations should be then implemented in a numerical algorithm
to predict the behavior of material. The Lade’s model parameters,
calibrated for a dense silica sand and given in Table 1 (Alsaleh,
2004), are used for the numerical simulations presented in
Section 5.
2.3. Incremental form of constitutive equations and integration
scheme
The constitutive equations of Lade’s model should be incremen-
talized before any numerical implementation. In this regard, a
proper integration scheme and a correction technique are needed
for crossing the yield surface. Lade and Jakobsen (2002) have pro-
posed the incremental form of single hardening Lade’s model for
granular materials. In this work, the same form is used with mod-
ifying the stress invariants to account for couple stress and Coss-
erat rotation. The proportionality multiplier, expressed in Eq. (5),
is rewritten as follows:
_kp ¼
@f 0P
@r
n oT
½Def _cg
@f 0P
@r
n oT
½De @gp
@r
n o
þ @f 00P
@WP
lgp
; ð28Þ
where, De is the material elastic stiffness matrix, given as:Table 1
Lade’s model parameters for dense silica sand.
Model parameters Value
Elastic properties ML, k, t 292.6, 0.25, 0.13
Failure criterion m, g1 0.37, 84.1
Plastic potential l, w2 2.2, 3.06
Yield criterion h, a 0.95, 0.3
Hardening/softening law C, P 7e5, 2.6, 1.0½De ¼
K þ G K  G K  G 0 0 0 0
K  G K þ G K  G 0 0 0 0
K  G K  G K þ G 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 2G 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 2G 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 M 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 M
2
666666666664
3
777777777775
; ð29Þ
where, K, G and M are bulk modulus, shear modulus and bending
modulus, respectively. M takes the unit of a force and relates mi-
cro-curvature to couple stress. Accordingly, general elasto-plastic
matrix, given in Eq. (19), is obtained as:
½D ¼ ½De  h1i½De
@f 0P
@r
n oT
½De @gp
@r
n o
@f 0P
@r
n oT
½De @gp
@r
n o
þ @f 00P
@WP
lgp
0
B@
1
CA; ð30Þ
where, h1i is a switch function that accounts for plastic deformation
and can be expressed as:
h1i ¼ 1; fP P 0;
0; otherwise:
 ð31Þ
The above elasto-plastic matrix is a coupled stiffness matrix in both
stresses and couple stresses aspects. The partial derivatives of the
yield and plastic potential functions can be obtained using the chain
rule as follows:
@f 0P
@r
¼ @f
0
P
@II
@II
@r
þ @f
0
P
@III
@III
@r
þ @f
0
P
@IIII
@IIII
@r
; ð32Þ
@gp
@r
¼ @gp
@II
@II
@r
þ @gp
@III
@III
@r
þ @gp
@IIII
@IIII
@r
: ð33Þ
Regarding the plastic work, the derivatives of yield function are pre-
sented in Eqs. (34) and (35) for hardening and softening regimes,
respectively:
@fP
@WP
¼ 1
qðDPaÞ
1
q
W
1
q1
P ; ð34Þ
@fP
@WP
¼ AB
Pa
e
BWP
Pa : ð35Þ
Using an explicit integration scheme for updating stresses and other
state variables will cause a drift from the yield surface. This drift
should be corrected as it depends strongly on the integration
scheme and strain increment size. For this purpose, several meth-
ods have been proposed in the literature for crossing the yield sur-
face using any plasticity model. Here, the method proposed by Potts
and Gens (1985) and veriﬁed by Jakobsen and Lade (2002) has been
used. In this method, the total strain increment is assumed as con-
stant; however, the decomposed components (elastic and plastic)
are balanced in order to back the stress to the new yield surface
within certain tolerance. The correction technique should change
the stress and plastic work of point C (outside the yield surface)
with the following values of point B (on the yield surface):
rðBÞ ¼ rðCÞ  vDe @gp
@rðCÞ ; ð36Þ
W ðBÞP ¼ W ðCÞP þ v
@gp
@r
; ð37Þ
v ¼ f ðr
ðCÞ;W ðCÞP Þ
@f
@rðCÞ
n o
De @gp
@rðCÞ
n o
 @f
@WðCÞP
 	
@gp
@rðCÞ
n oT
rðCÞ
: ð38Þ
Jakobsen and Lade (2002) have discussed different explicit integra-
tion schemes to update the model state variables. The Forward Eu-
ler scheme seems appropriate for predicting elasto-plastic behavior
of granular materials due to its simplicity in the implementation as
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According to Forward Euler method, the strain increment is subdi-
vided into subincrements, dc ¼ _c=n, where, n is the number of sub-
increments. The stress components are updated based on the
following formulas:
rðiÞ ¼ rði1Þ þ _rðiÞ; ð39Þ
_r ¼
Xn
j¼1
drj; ð40Þ
drj ¼ Dðrj1;WP;i1; dcÞ : dc: ð41Þ
The plastic work component is updated as follows:
W ðiÞP ¼ W ði1ÞP þ _W ðiÞP ; ð42Þ
_WjP ¼
Xn
j¼1
dWjP; ð43Þ
dWjP ¼ _k rj1;WP;i1; dc
 
rj1
@gp
@rj1
: ð44Þ3. Finite element implementation and solution technique
The numerical implementation aspects are brieﬂy described
and for details (Alsaleh, 2004; Alshibli et al., 2006) are suggested.
In this research, the present micro-polar Lade’s single hardening
model is implemented in a ﬁnite element program in order to
investigate shear localization along granular soil–structure inter-
faces during large movement of bounding structure.
Here, a 4-noded isoparametric element with four integration
points is used for plane strain condition in order to describe the
displacements and Cosserat rotation (Alsaleh, 2004; Alsaleh et al.,
2006). Based on this type of element a bi-linear shape function is
applied. Such element is chosen for minimizing any expected lock-
ing (Belytschko et al., 2000) and its size is selected with respect to
the rigid soil grain size for better physical simulation.
Finite element equations are obtained for discrete system based
on the virtual work equation, where geometric non-linearity is ta-
ken into account using a Lagrangian description. Therefore, Up-
dated Lagrangian (UL) frame is considered as the basis for all
formulations in this work. According to (Belytschko et al., 2000),
for the 4-noded quadratic element one will have:
@Xi
@nj
¼
X4
k¼1
Xki
@Nk
@nj
; ð45Þ
@ui
@nj
¼
X4
k¼1
uki
@Nk
@nj
; ð46Þ
where, nj is the material point position at time (t) in the local co-
ordinate system; Xi is the material point position at time (t  Dt)
in the global co-ordinate system; N is the standard bi-linear shape
function for computing strains, positions and etc. at nodal points.
In the global system, for the body with volume (V), surface (S), total
number of elements (NE) and total number of nodes (NN) one will
have:
X
K
X
k
Z
nþ1S
ðNTMÞdnþ1Sþ
Z
nþ1V
INTcdnþ1V ¼
Z
nþ1V
BTCO2md
nþ1V
 
;
ð47ÞX
K
X
k
Z
nþ1S
ðNTnþ1TÞdnþ1Sþ
Z
nþ1V
qNTbdnþ1V ¼
Z
nþ1V
BTrdnþ1V
 
;
ð48Þ
where, k (k = 1, . . . ,4) = node number for a given element; K (K = 1,
2, . . . ,NE) = element number; I = angular momentum of inertia;q = density; c = body couple vector; b = body force vector; M = sur-
face moment; T = surface traction; m = couple stress vector;
r = stress tensor; BCO2 ¼ element matrix; B = strain-nodal displace-
ment matrix, deﬁned in Alsaleh (2004) and Alsaleh et al. (2006).
In this sense, the residual load vector should be vanished to satisfy
the below equilibrium equation:X
N
ððdxcÞTnþ1Rm þ ðduÞTnþ1RrÞ ¼ 0; ð49Þ
where, N (N = 1, 2, . . . ,NN) is the node number; dxc is virtual Coss-
erat rotation; and du is virtual displacement.
The residual force vectors (R = Rm + Rr) are expressed as:
Rm ¼
Z
nþ1S
NTM
 
dnþ1Sþ
Z
nþ1V
INTcdnþ1V 
Z
nþ1V
BTCO2md
nþ1V ; ð50Þ
Rr ¼
Z
nþ1S
NTnþ1T
 
dnþ1Sþ
Z
nþ1V
qNTbdnþ1V 
Z
nþ1V
BTrdnþ1V : ð51Þ
The state variables are updated at each time step using an explicit
Euler Forward integration scheme. The constitutive relations are
not directly dependent on the initial void ratio. However, the mate-
rial parameters are affected by the initial void ratio which is consid-
ered implicitly within the model.
The numerical integration is achieved for the surface and volu-
metric integrands by Gaussian integration technique (Belytschko
et al., 2000). This technique has been used for any function g(x,y)
in the elements and presented below:
Z
V
gðx; yÞdV ¼
Z 1
1
Z 1
1
g0ðn;gÞJ1ðn;gÞdndg
¼
Xni
ii¼1
g0ðnii;giiÞJ1ðnii;giiÞWii; ð52Þ
where, g0ðn;gÞ is any function within the element in parent co-
ordinates; J1(n,g) is Jacobin value at the current time step; ii is
Gaussian integration point; ni is total number of Gaussian points
used in the element; Wii is the Gaussian weighting factor for iith
Gaussian point. In order to avoid any possible volumetric locking
during softening regime, the selective reduced integration technique
has been implemented as well. In this sense, all state variables are
obtained by full integration technique excluding the volumetric
strains, gained by a reduced integration technique (ABAQUS, 2002).
In this study, the loading is applied with a mixed control
mechanism in three steps. First step: the granular soil layer is
conﬁned with all around pressure to establish the stresses within
the layer. Second step: the boundaries are changed in order to
prescribe a lateral inﬁnite extended narrow granular layer. In this
step, the surface couples or rotations as well as surface tractions
or translational displacements are deﬁned along the granular
layer surfaces. Third step: the bottom surface of granular layer
is forced to move horizontally through strain-controlled loading
mechanism. A total displacement is subincremented over a cer-
tain period of time. However, as all relations are homogeneous
in time, the problem is time independent. Newton–Raphson iter-
ation technique is applied for static equilibrium equations. The
load–displacement increments are updated using an implicit inte-
gration scheme. This method is easily implemented offering the
results with proper accuracies (Lade and Jakobsen, 2002). As ﬁnite
element solution is just a numerical approximation, the Eq. (49)
can never be met and therefore some tolerance should be used:
Rmðxc þ DxcÞ þ Rrðuþ DuÞ ¼ 0: ð53Þ
With a coupled system at the ith N–R iteration:
KiDuiþ1 ¼ Ri; ð54Þ
uiþ1 ¼ ui þ Dui; ð55Þ
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vector. Then, the convergence criterion will require that:
kDuiþ1k 6 toleranceu; ð56Þ
kDRik 6 tolerancef : ð57Þ4. Modeling of plane shearing along a very rough wall
For numerical simulation of shear localization, developed along
the interfacebetweengranular soil layer andbounding structureun-
der large movement, a section of lateral inﬁnite extended narrow
granular layer is considered and shown in Fig. 1(b). Regarding rect-
angular co-ordinate system and assumed plane strain conditions,
the kinematic quantities are displacements (u1 and u2) and micro-
rotation (Cosserat rotation,xc3), presented in Fig. 1(a). The non-zero
static quantities are stress components (r11,r22,r33,r12,r21) and
couple stress components (m1,m2), shown in Fig. 1(a). It is sufﬁcient
todiscretize a small sectionof lateral inﬁnite layer byﬁnite elementsFig. 1. Modeling plane strain inﬁnite granular layer under constant vertical pressure in c
micro-polar material under plane strain condition, (b) section of extended inﬁnite granu
ﬁnite element mesh with assumed boundary conditions.due to the horizontal and vertical symmetry of the layer, shown in
Fig. 1(c).
Particularly, a section with the initial height of h0 = 4 cm and the
width of b = 10 cm is discretized by 4-noded elements, each of
which is 1.25  1.25 mm. The size of element is less than 5  d50
(with d50 = 1 mm) to obtain mesh independent results (Tejchman
and Bauer, 1996). The ﬁnite element mesh and the assumed
boundary conditions are shown in Fig. 1(c). Here, special micro-po-
lar boundary conditions are introduced across the sections I and II
in the lateral inﬁnite layer due to the symmetry condition with re-
spect to any vertical section (Bauer and Huang, 1999). More impor-
tantly, each node on the left boundary (x1 = 0) and its
corresponding on the right (x1 = b) should have the same displace-
ments and Cosserat rotation. The prescribed lateral constraints also
imply that in the direction of bounding structure movement, arbi-
trary ﬁeld quantities, U, are independent of co-ordinates, that is:
@U(x1,x2)/@x1 = 0.
In the present study, the top surface of granular layer is as-
sumed to be ﬁxed not to occur sliding and rotating. The boundary
conditions at the top surface of layer (x2 = h) are:ontact with rigid moving bounding structure: (a) kinematic and static quantities of
lar layer with very rough surface of bounding structure and (c) initially undeformed
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r22ðx1;hÞ ¼ P0 ¼ 100 kPa:
Herein, the vertical pressure (P0) is kept constant at the top surface
of layer. However, the height of layer can be changed as the result of
dilatancy or contractancy of material under shearing. It is assumed
that the granular layer is initially homogeneous and isotropic. The
relevant boundary conditions are: rij = P0I, e = e0 and mi = 0; where,
P0 = initial pressure (=100 kPa); e0 = initial void ratio (=0.6). The
mentioned boundary conditions also imply that the shear stresses
and couple stresses are assumed as zero in the initial state.
For modeling the interaction between granular soil and bound-
ing structure, it is assumed that the grains are captured by very
rough surface of bounding structure. It means that at the bottom
boundary (x2 = 0), the vertical displacement (u2) is zero and the
prescribed horizontal displacement (U1B) is the same for bounding
structure and bottom surface of granular layer. This assumption
also implies that the possibility of relative displacement, resulted
from lower skin frictions, is not considered along the surface of
bounding structure. In other words, full shearing of granular layer
is assumed along the very rough surface of bounding structure un-
der free dilatancy and constant vertical pressure.
In this research, two different micro-polar kinematic boundary
conditions (Cases I & II) are considered for studying the effects of
rotation resistance of soil particles along the interface (x2 = 0): Case
I: Free Cosserat rotation is assumed along the interface (x2 = 0) and
modeled with zero couple stresses; Case II: Constrained Cosserat
rotation is assumed along the interface (x2 = 0) and modeled with
zero Cosserat rotations.
The boundary condition with zero couple stress, along the inter-
face (Case I), is in accordance with the presumption of classical
continuum mechanics. In fact, this boundary condition will occur
when grain rotation (micro-rotation) is equal to continuum rota-
tion (macro-rotation). In case of zero Cosserat rotation along the
bottom and top surfaces of granular soil layer (Case II), there is also
a plane in the middle of localized zone (or in the middle of layer)
where the couple stresses are zero; it means that the signs of cou-
ple stresses are switched in the plane. Therefore, the results of Case
I across the granular layer height are compared with those of Case
II across the half of granular layer height regarding the distribu-
tions of state variables and polar quantities to better understand
the shear behavior of the layer. In other words, zero couple stres-
ses, prescribed along the interface, is one reasonable choice for mi-
cro-polar boundary condition. This assumption is motivated by the
fact that zero couple stresses are generally appeared in the middle
of shear band in cases where the shear band can freely develop in
the granular body (Huang and Bauer, 2003). Here, constrained
Cosserat rotation along the interface (Case II) is corresponded to
the behavior of very rough surface of bounding structure. Such sur-
faces can capture even small grains in their boundary layers with-
out any sliding and rotating. The condition of constrained Cosserat
rotations along the interface was veriﬁed during shearing tests per-
formed in Couette apparatus with steel rods and silo model tests
with coins (Tejchman, 1989, 1997). The lack of rotation and slip
along very rough walls was also conﬁrmed by wall friction exper-
iments (Tejchman, 1989; Tejchman and Wu, 1995). Still, how mi-
cro-polar boundary conditions are related to the real problems is
an open question. Therefore, the most practical way to ﬁnd the rel-
evant micro-polar boundary conditions is comparing the results of
numerical investigations with the displacement ﬁelds observed in
the experiments. More importantly, in a continuum description,
the assumption of vanishing rotation resistance should not be con-
fused with the rolling of discrete grains along the interface. The lat-
ter is in the kinematics of a system of discrete grains with speciﬁc
sizes (Bauer and Huang, 2004). However, in analyzing the discrete
grains, the rolling of a grain along the contact surface leads to therelative displacement between grain center and bounding struc-
ture. In the present continuum model, it is assumed that no rela-
tive displacement takes place along the interface. In this study
the boundary condition with zero couple stress, along the interface
(Case I), has been compared with that of zero Cosserat rotation
(Case II) as two extreme cases. As a matter of fact, other possible
micro-polar boundary conditions are in between. Such conditions
can be observed in soil–structure interaction problems in geotech-
nical engineering–retaining wall, silo ﬂow, pile, ground anchors
and reinforced soil. Here, the effect of displacement magnitude, ap-
plied to such bounding structures, is investigated on the deforma-
tion behavior of neighboring cohesionless granular soil layer by
presenting the distribution and evolution of state variables, polar
quantities and shear band thickness. These results offer signiﬁcant
new insight into the problem of soil–structure interaction, particu-
larly when the bounding structure has large movement. Accord-
ingly, the objective of the results is to highlight the
characteristics of the interface that plays a major role in the deﬁni-
tion of the mechanical behavior of engineering structures having
interactions with the soil. Finally, the presented numerical results
allow developing a realistic granular interface element to be ap-
plied in non-polar calculations with various initial and boundary
value problems.
In the following, the results obtained from numerical simula-
tions of these two cases are presented and discussed.5. Numerical results
5.1. Free Cosserat rotations along the interface (m2 = 0)
In the ﬁrst case, the rotation resistance of soil particles can be
neglected along the interface and thus the couple stresses are as-
sumed as zero; that is the soil particles are free to rotate. This case
(m2 = 0) of wall boundary condition is rather not physically realis-
tic for very rough walls where no grain rotations were observed
(Tejchman, 1989, 1997). However, the obtained numerical results
of the ﬁrst case (m2 = 0) are compared with those of second one
xc3 ¼ 0
 
. This comparison is effective in better understanding of
shear behavior of granular layer in contact with moving structure.
The FE simulation of zero couple stress along the interface (Case I)
was also considered by other researchers using micro-polar hypo-
plasticity (Tantono, 2007; Tejchman, 2008; Bauer and Tantono,
2009). Together with zero rotation resistance of soil particles, pre-
scribed at the top surface of granular layer, the micro-polar bound-
ary conditions are non-symmetric. The calculations are carried out
with initial void ratio of e0 = 0.6, mean grain size of d50 = 1 mm and
vertical pressure of P0 = 100 kPa which is applied at the top surface
of granular layer.
The parameters: normalized horizontal displacement (u1/h0),
normalized vertical displacement (u2/h0), void ratio (e), Cosserat
rotation xc3
 
, normalized micro-curvature ðj1;2 ¼ l:j1;2; ðl ¼ d50ÞÞ
and normalized couple stress ðm1;2 ¼ m1;2=l:r22; ðl ¼ d50ÞÞ are dis-
tributed across normalized height of granular layer (x2/d50). All
these are considered for different magnitudes of normalized hori-
zontal displacement of bounding structure (U1B/h0) and presented
in Fig. 2.
According to this ﬁgure, polar quantities are noticeable along
the interface during plane shearing. The shear band is character-
ized by strong increase of void ratios and signiﬁcant Cosserat rota-
tions. In contrast with non-polar (conventional) continuum, the
horizontal displacement ﬁeld, obtained here from the proposed
micro-polar model, is non-linear from the beginning of shearing,
shown in Fig. 2(a). The ﬁnding is conﬁrmed by the experimental
observations (Garga and Infante Sedano, 2002) as well as other
numerical studies (Tejchman and Wu, 1993; Tejchman, 1994;
Fig. 2. Distributions of (a) u1/h0, (b) u2/h0, (c) e, (d) xc3, (e) j1;2 and (f) m1;2 across x2/d50 under P0 = 100 kPa for different U1B/h0 (e0 = 0.6, d50 = 1 mm and zero interface couple
stresses).
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localization, developed in the granular material, is located close
to the interface, Fig. 2(a).
The normalized horizontal displacement increases inside the
granular body as the horizontal displacement of bounding struc-
ture increases. The additional horizontal displacement is nearly
zero outside the shear band. The horizontal displacement of
bounding structure is the same as maximum horizontal displace-
ment of bottom surface of granular layer, Fig. 2(a). This means that
the soil particles are captured by the very rough surface of bound-
ing structure and therefore no relative displacement occurs along
the interface.Fig. 2(b) shows the calculated normalized vertical displacement
in the granular layer across its normalized layer height. The nor-
malized vertical displacement is obtained as a result of dilation
which occurs in the shear band during plane shearing. It is also ob-
served that the volume of soil body increases when the normalized
horizontal displacement of bounding structure increases. In case
the bounding structure displacement increases, the vertical dis-
placement curves come towards each other. The bottom surface
of granular layer is restricted from vertical deformation due to
the presence of rigid bounding structure.
Void ratios have the largest values in the interface for different
values of bounding structure displacement, Fig. 2(c). The result is
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should be mentioned that after U1B/h0 = 2.5, the void ratio curves
coincide with each other in the shear band. Here, a smooth distri-
bution of void ratio with no oscillation is obtained in the shear
band for all magnitudes of normalized horizontal displacement of
bounding structure. Void ratio value is 0.84 in the shear band,
regarding very large displacements, Fig. 2(c). This value is the crit-
ical void ratio in the stationary state. The value of void ratio is
about 0.59 at the top boundary; this much is lower than its initial
value (e0 = 0.60) due to the initial contractancy.
It can be concluded that the volume of soil body increases in the
shear band as a result of pronounced dilation for shearing under
constant normal pressure; it is also seen in the experimental obser-
vations (Kishida and Uesugi, 1987). Moreover, void ratios are ex-
tremely lower in the areas outside the shear band. It is worth
noting that the whole history of shear localization process is repre-
sented by the band thickness with higher void ratios, conﬁrmed by
the experiments. However, this thickness is not necessarily corre-
sponded to the active thickness of shear localization (Huang and
Bauer, 2003; Bauer et al., 2006).
According to Fig. 2(d), the Cosserat rotations have their signiﬁ-
cant values in the shear band and their maximum values at the
interface for large displacements (Tejchman, 1997, 2000; Alshibli
et al., 2006), while outside the shear band, the values are nearly
zero. These results are in accordance with the experimental obser-
vations (Bogdanova-Bontcheva and Lippmann, 1975; Oda et al.,
1982; Kishida and Uesugi, 1987; Tejchman, 1989, 1997; Lanier
and Combe, 1995; Oda, 1997; Oda and Kazama, 1998; Oda et al.,
2004; Hall et al., 2010) and DEM simulations (Bardet, 1994; Iwash-
ita and Oda, 1998; Frost et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2004) as well.
Therefore, the maximum values of Cosserat rotation show where
shear strain localization may be developed under continuous
shearing, Fig. 2(d). The thickness of shear band can be detected
with respect to the distribution of Cosserat rotation based on its
high values (Tejchman and Gudehus, 2001; Huang et al., 2002;
Nübel, 2002; Huang and Bauer, 2003; Nübel and Huang, 2004).
The values of Cosserat rotation increase as the normalized horizon-
tal displacement of bounding structure increases. Regarding the
rule of signs, shown in Fig. 1(a), when the bounding structure
moves to the right, Cosserat rotation is positive or counter-
clockwise.
The normalized micro-curvatures j1;j2
 
, distributed across
normalized layer height, are shown in Fig. 2(e). According to this
ﬁgure, the values of j1 are zero across the height for all magnitudes
of bounding structure displacement. However, the values of j2 are
high in the shear band. This result is in agreement with the numer-
ical calculations which use discrete element method (DEM)
(Nakase and Motegi, 1998; Oda and Kazama, 1998; Iwashita and
Oda, 1998; Oda and Iwashita, 2000). In parts where the normalized
micro-curvatures j2
 
are nearly zero, the material behaves as a ri-
gid body (Tejchman and Gudehus, 2001; Huang and Bauer, 2003;
Gudehus and Nübel, 2004; Alshibli et al., 2006). The values of nor-
malized micro-curvature are zero at the interface regardless of the
values of applied horizontal displacement.
Fig. 2(f) shows the distributions of normalized couple stresses
m1;m

2
 
across the height of granular layer. The values of m1 are
zero across the height for all magnitudes of horizontal displace-
ment of bounding structure. According to this ﬁgure, the distribu-
tion of m2 is critically non-linear where the horizontal
displacement of bounding structure increases. The variation of
m2 depends signiﬁcantly on the values of horizontal displacement
applied to the bounding structure. The maximum values of m2
 ,
occurred at the top boundary, are related to the lower values of
bounding structure displacement. On the contrary, the maximum
values are corresponded to the higher values of bounding structure
displacement at the mid-height of layer. However, the values ofnormalized couple stress are zero at the interface regardless of
the values of horizontal displacement. Despite the advancement
of theoretical and numerical methods, couple stress has not been
measured experimentally so far. This might be partially because
the couple stress is, if any, very small in magnitude and it only ap-
pears in the very narrow limited zones. Thus, it is almost impossi-
ble to detect the couple stress in a real test. Although, couple stress
within the shear band cannot be measured experimentally, it can
be detected by soil grain rotation which is visible in the experi-
ments (Oda et al., 1982; Uesugi, 1987; Tejchman, 1989; Oda,
1993; Hall et al., 2010) and DEM simulations (Oda and Iwashita,
2000).
Normalized normal stresses r11;r22;r33
 
, normalized shear
stresses r12;r21
 
and shear strains (c12,c21), distributed across
the normalized height of granular layer (x2/d50), are shown in
Fig. 3 for different magnitudes of horizontal displacement of
bounding structure. It is noted that the normal and shear stresses
are normalized with constant vertical pressure (P0).
Therefore, the values of r22
  are equal to 1 across the height for
all magnitudes of normalized horizontal displacement; the r11 and
r33 proﬁles are shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b), respectively. The varia-
tion pattern of these stresses, in layer height, depends highly on
the values of bounding structure displacement. As the horizontal
displacement of bounding structure increases, the distributions
of normalized normal stresses r11;r33
 
become more non-uni-
form across the height. The maximums of r11
  and r33  move
from x2/d50 = 30 to x2/d50 = 20 for different magnitudes of
displacement.
The curves of normal stresses move towards each other after a
certain normalized horizontal displacement, U1B/h0 = 1.0. So far,
the distributions of normal and shear stresses have not been ob-
tained from elasto-plastic Cosserat model, regarding inﬁnite
sheared layer in contact with bounding structure under large
shearing movement. Normal stress components, Fig. 3(a) and (b),
tend towards the same stationary values in the shear band; that
is the state quantities are: r11 ¼ r22 ¼ r33 ¼ 1.
The distributions of r12 and r21 across the granular layer height
are given in Fig. 3(c) and (d). The proﬁle of r12 is constant across
the height for all displacement magnitudes which is required for
equilibrium. However, the distribution of r21 is more non-uniform
across the layer height as bounding structure displacement in-
creases, Fig. 3(d). Stress tensor is non-symmetric in micro-polar
continuum, i.e. r12 – r21, except when @m2/@x2 = 0. The latter oc-
curs at two points, the points with r12 ¼ r21, corresponded to
the relative extrema of m2, comparing Fig. 3(d) with Fig. 3(c). Here,
the magnitude of bounding structure displacement has strong
inﬂuence on the distribution of r21. However, the curves move to-
wards each other after U1B/h0 = 1.0.
The proﬁles of horizontal and vertical shear strains (c12, c21)
across normalized layer height are shown in Fig. 4(e) and (f). The
shear strain values increase signiﬁcantly inside the shear band,
formed at the bottom interface, where the magnitude of bounding
structure displacement increases, while they are nearly zero out-
side the shear band. In the zones where shear strain values are
zero, the material behaves as a rigid body (Tejchman and Gudehus,
2001; Huang and Bauer, 2003; Gudehus and Nübel, 2004; Alshibli
et al., 2006). Fig. 4 shows the evolutions of normalized normal
stresses r11;r22;r33
 
, normalized shear stresses r12;r21
 
, nor-
malized couple stress m2
 
, void ratio (e) and normalized vertical
displacement (u2/h0), presented in different positions across the
height. It is seen that all variables tend to asymptotic values for
large shear deformation (Huang, 2000; Nübel, 2002; Huang and
Bauer, 2003; Alsaleh, 2004; Alshibli et al., 2006).
Normal stress curves are started from isotropic states, that is
r11 ¼ r22 ¼ r33 ¼ 1. Furthermore, in the shear band, x2/
h0 = 0.00, 0.25, normal stresses r11;r22;r33
 
go towards the
Fig. 3. Distributions of (a), (b) r11;r22;r33, (c) r12, (d) r21, (e) c12 and (f) c21 across x2/d50 under P0 = 100 kPa for different U1B/h0 (e0 = 0.6, d50 = 1 mm and zero interface couple
stresses).
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more pronounced for the elements located inside the shear band
comparing with those located outside, Fig. 4(a) and (b).
The evolution of r12 is the same for all elements, while that of
r21 is different depending on the positions of elements, across
the height, shown in Fig. 4(c). Normalized shear stresses ﬁrst in-
crease steeply up to their peak values and then they decrease grad-
ually. For large displacements of bounding structure, they tend
towards a stationary value which depends on the assumed stress
limit condition. This pattern is conﬁrmed by experimental observa-
tions (Potyondy, 1961; Uesugi, 1987; Tejchman andWu, 1995) and
qualitatively ﬁts to other numerical studies (Huang, 2000; Huang
and Bauer, 2003; Nübel, 2002). It should be mentioned that normalstress values increase because of dilation in the shear band, which
leads to shear stress increasing as the result of surface friction.
Considering the horizontal shear stress quantities r12
 
, the mobi-
lized interface friction angle is /m = 25.8 at the peak state and
/m = 22.0 at the residual state. The evolution patterns of mobilized
interface friction angles qualitatively agree with experimental re-
sults (Vardoulakis, 1980; Tejchman, 1989; Yoshida et al., 1994;
Tejchman and Wu, 1995; Alsaleh, 2004). However, considering
internal friction angle of dense ﬁne silica sand, the calculated val-
ues are lower than the measured ones in biaxial compression tests
(Alshibli and Sture, 1999, 2000).
According to Fig. 4(d), the couple stresses of high values are out-
side the shear band and those of zero values are inside it. Moreover,
Fig. 4. Evolutions of (a), (b) r11;r22;r33, (c) r12;r21, (d) m2, (e) e and (f) u2/h0 at different x2/h0 under P0 = 100 kPa (e0 = 0.6, d50 = 1 mm and zero interface couple stresses).
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curves decrease slightly and then increase. It means that the mate-
rials ﬁrst become denser and then show dilatancy as the deforma-
tion increases. Void ratios increase sharply inside the shear band
(x2/h0 = 0.00, 0.25) and tend towards a stationary value of ec=
0.84; however, outside the shear band they decrease slightly and
then become almost constant with continuous shearing, Fig. 4(e).
This indicates that the material, after its peak state, behaves as a ri-
gid body outside the shear band with continuous shearing
(Tejchman and Gudehus, 2001; Huang and Bauer, 2003; Gudehus
and Nübel, 2004; Alshibli et al., 2006). Moreover, the initial
isotropic material takes anisotropic structure due to the shearing.Normalized vertical displacement curves also show the behavior
similar to that of void ratio, Fig. 4(f).
Here, the contour plots of void ratio are given for different values
of bounding structuredisplacement alongwithdeformedconﬁgura-
tions of granular layer, Fig. 5. According to this ﬁgure, unlike conven-
tional continuum, the distribution of void ratio in the granular layer,
obtained from the proposed micro-polar model, is strongly hetero-
geneous from the beginning of shearing. The brighter zones, in the
plots, are of higher void ratios or where failure may start. The defor-
mations are obviously localized in the soil near bounding structure
surface. The predicted thickness of shear band is about 13 d50. It
shouldbementioned that themagnitude of horizontal displacement
Fig. 5. Deformed shape of granular layer under P0 = 100 kPa along with contour plot of void ratio (a) U1B = 0.25 h0, (b) U1B = 1.00 h0, (c) U1B = 1.50 h0, (d) U1B = 2.50 h0, (e)
U1B = 3.50 h0 and (f) U1B = 4.50 h0 (e0 = 0.6, d50 = 1 mm and zero interface couple stresses).
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shear band thickness is qualitatively in accordance with the
experimental results (Roscoe, 1970; Hettler and Vardoulakis,
1984; Oda et al., 2004). The boundary conditions of inﬁnite ex-
tended granular layer, assumed here, are completely different
from those of experiments. Therefore, no quantitative compari-
son would be possible. Despite using totally different constitu-
tive model, the numerical results, obtained from this study, are
qualitatively similar to those of Tejchman and Bauer (1996),
Tejchman (2000), Gudehus and Nübel (2004) and Nübel and
Huang (2004). However, the results, gained here, are slightly
higher than those of experimental measurements provided by
Vardoulakis et al. (1978), Yoshimi and Kishida (1981), Vardoula-
kis and Graf (1985), Mühlhaus and Vardoulakis (1987), Uesugi
et al. (1988) and Tatsuoka et al. (1991) and DEM-simulations(Bardet and Proubet, 1992). Due to the lack of experimental data
for studying interface behavior of inﬁnite extended granular lay-
ers, the numerical results obtained from this research can be
used as a basis to be compared with the future laboratory exper-
iments as well as DEM-simulations.
5.2. Constrained Cosserat rotations along the interface xc3 ¼ 0
 
Here, constrained Cosserat rotation along the interface is stud-
ied (Case II). This case is corresponded to the behavior of very
rough surface of bounding structure. Hence, the rotation degree
of freedom of soil particles is zero along the bottom (x2 = 0) and
top (x2 = h) boundaries. Therefore, micro-polar boundary condi-
tions are symmetric. In all calculations, initial states are assumed
the same as e0 = 0.6, d50 = 1 mm and P0 = 100 kPa. The distributions
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fected by the interface behavior between granular layer and
bounding structure, conﬁrmed here. According to Tejchman
(1989), the interface behaviors are signiﬁcantly affected by the
boundary conditions of entire system. The normalized displace-
ments, u1/h0 and u2/h0, are non-linearly distributed across the
height of sheared layer, shown in Fig. 6(a) and (b). As observed
in the ﬁgures, the deformations are heterogeneous from the begin-
ning of shearing in the micro-polar continuum. The results ﬁt qual-
itatively well to the experimental ones (Uesugi and Kishida, 1986a;
DeJong and Frost, 2002; Frost et al., 2002) and also previous
numerical studies (Bauer and Tejchman, 1995; Bauer and Huang,Fig. 6. Distributions of (a) u1/h0, (b) u2/h0, (c) e, (d)xc3, (e) j1;2 and (f)m1;2 across x2/d50 un
rotations).1999; Tejchman and Gudehus, 2001; Huang et al., 2002, 2003;
Huang and Bauer, 2003; Bauer and Tantono, 2009). While the hor-
izontal displacement jumps strongly at the bottom boundary, the
vertical displacement jumps so at the top boundary (Fig. 6(a) and
(b)).
The vertical displacement curves become closer as the bound-
ing structure displacement increases. In this case, the normalized
horizontal and vertical displacements, across normalized height
of granular layer, have the patterns different from those presented
in Section 5.1. When free dilation is allowed, large vertical dis-
placement is observed across the normalized layer height. The val-
ues of normalized vertical displacement are higher for xc3 ¼ 0 inder P0 = 100 kPa for different U1B/h0 (e0 = 0.6, d50 = 1 mm and zero interface Cosserat
Fig. 7. Distributions of (a), (b) r11;r22 ;r33, (c) r12, (d) r21, and (e) c12 and (f) c21 across x2/d50 under P0 = 100 kPa for different U1B/h0 (e0 = 0.6, d50 = 1 mm and zero interface
Cosserat rotations).
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layer behaves more dilatively.
The higher void ratio values are obtained within the shear band;
they have extremely lower values outside the shear band, Fig. 6(c).
These results correspond to experimental observations (Kishida
and Uesugi, 1987; Lee, 1998; Oda and Kazama, 1998; Frost et al.,
1999). While the displacement of bounding structure increases,
themaximumvoid ratio values increase in themiddle of shear band
andmeet their critical value, ec = 0.84. AfterU1B/h0 = 3.5, the void ra-
tio curves coincide with each other in the shear band. In this study,
void ratio is distributed smoothly within the shear band.
The distribution of Cosserat rotation is non-linear from the
beginning of shear deformation, Fig. 6(d). In contrast with the re-
sults obtained for m2 = 0, the maximum values of Cosserat rotationoccur at the middle of layer. The shear band can be characterized
by the appearance of Cosserat rotation. This indicates that polar ef-
fects in granular materials are signiﬁcant when shear localization
appears as also detected in experiments (Bogdanova-Bontcheva
and Lippmann, 1975; Oda, 1993; Bardet, 1994; Oda and Iwashita,
2000; Garga and Infante Sedano, 2002) and previous numerical
simulations (Tejchman, 1997, 2000, 2004; Garga and Infante
Sedano, 2002; Tejchman and Bauer, 2005). It is found that the max-
imum values of xc3
  are lower for xc3 ¼ 0, compared with m2 = 0.
The dxc3=dx2 ¼ 0 at the middle of layer indicates that m2 ¼ 0 and
j2 ¼ 0, Fig. 6(e) and (f).
Here, the normalized micro-curvature j1
 
and normalized
couple stress m1
 
are zero across the height of layer while j2
and m2 are only zero at the middle of layer, Fig. 6(e) and (f). The
Fig. 8. Evolutions of (a), (b) r11 ;r22 ;r33, (c) r12;r21, (d)m2, (e) e and (f) u2/h0 at different x2/h0 under P0 = 100 kPa (e0 = 0.6, d50 = 1 mm and zero interface Cosserat rotations).
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 
and normalized couple
stress m2
 
are sharply switched at the middle of shear band,
shown in the above ﬁgures. According to these ﬁgures, normalized
couple stress m2
 
is distributed more uniformly with displace-
ment increasing. The normalized couple stress m2
 
jumps strongly
at the top and bottom boundaries. The maximum values of m2 are
±0.000848; where, the positive sign is for the bottom and the neg-
ative one for the top, shown in Fig. 6(f). The maximum values of
m2
  are higher for xc3 ¼ 0 in comparison with m2 = 0. However,
an opposite trend is observed for the maximum values of j2
 . This
matches with the experimental observations (Oda, 1993; Oda and
Iwashita, 2000).
The normalized normal stresses r11;r33
 
are distributed more
non-uniformly across the layer height as the displacement in-creases, shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b). The normalized stresses r11
 
and r33
  have their minimum values in the middle of layer exclud-
ing U1B/h0 = 0.125 where they occur at the boundaries. The normal-
ized normal stresses r11;r33
 
approach to 1 in the middle of
shear band under large shearing. At the limit state, the condition
of r11 ¼ r22 ¼ r33 ¼ 1 is obtained.
The normalized horizontal shear stress r12
 
is constant
across the height; needed for equilibrium, Fig. 7(c); however,
normalized vertical shear stress r21
 
varies, Fig. 7(d). Therefore,
the stress tensor also becomes non-symmetric in case of initial
isotropic stress state. In contrast with the results presented in
Section 5.1, normalized shear stress r12 does not intersect with
r21; thus, no extrema is seen in the proﬁle of m2 across the
height.
Fig. 9. Deformed shape of granular layer under P0 = 100 kPa along with contour plot of void ratio (a) U1B = 0.25 h0, (b) U1B = 1.00 h0, (c) U1B = 1.50 h0, (d) U1B = 2.50 h0, (e)
U1B = 3.50 h0 and (f) U1B = 4.50 h0 (e0 = 0.6, d50 = 1 mm and zero interface Cosserat rotations).
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r12
  are slightly higher for xc3 ¼ 0 in comparison with those for
m2 = 0. Accordingly, the maximum values of r21
  are slightly high-
er for m2 = 0, compared with those for xc3 ¼ 0. In this research,
stress components are also uniformly distributed in the shear band
and no oscillation is observed in the distributions of normalized
stresses within the shear band.
Comparing Figs. 7(e) and (f) with 3(e) and (f), themaximumhor-
izontal and vertical shear strains (c12,c21) occur at the middle of
layer forxc3 ¼ 0, in contrast with the results obtained form2 = 0. In
addition, the magnitudes of shear strain are lower forxc3 ¼ 0.
Considering the evolution of static and kinematic quantities, the
approach of stationary states for large shearing can be seen. All
state variables (stress, couple stress, void ratio and displacement)
tend to asymptotic values which are qualitatively in accordancewith experimental observations (Potyondy, 1961; Uesugi, 1987;
Tejchman and Wu, 1995) as well as other numerical studies
(Huang, 2000; Nübel, 2002; Huang and Bauer, 2003). The evolu-
tions of normal stresses and shear stresses in different positions
of layer height are shown in Fig. 8(a)–(c).
Here, only one half of the layer is considered due to the symme-
try condition. It can be seen that the same limit value
r11 ¼ r22 ¼ r33 ¼ 1
 
is achieved by normal stress components
for the elements located inside the shear band. The shear stresses
ﬁrst increase to their peak values and then are followed by soften-
ing. No softening occurs for the elements located outside the shear
band (x2/h0 = 0.00). Some difference is seen between r12 and r21 at
their peak states. Comparing the Figs. 4(c) and (d) with 8(c) and (d),
the magnitudes of r12
  are larger in the shear band for xc3 ¼ 0,
while those of r21
  are larger for m2 = 0. As mobilized interface
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Fig. 10. Dependence of t/d50 on (a) e0, (b) P0 and (c) d50 for different micro-polar kinematic boundary conditions along the interface.
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, their evolutions are similar as
well. The peak value of this angle is /m = 26 for xc3 ¼ 0 which is
larger (by 0.2) in comparison with that for m2 = 0. In the residual
state, the mentioned angle is /m = 22.0 for xc3 ¼ 0, the same as
that for m2 = 0.
Fig. 8(d) shows the evolution of normalized couple stress m2
 
at different positions in layer height. It is observed that such stres-
ses are zero for the elements located inside the shear band; how-
ever, they reach to their peak states and then become steady
outside the shear band.
The evolution of void ratio is shown in Fig. 8(e). According to
this ﬁgure, the material dilates strongly in the shear band after
an initial contraction and the void ratio tends to its critical value
(ec = 0.840). Outside shear band, void ratio slightly changes after
shear stress reaches its peak value and then it becomes almost con-
stant with continuous shearing. The evolutions of normalized ver-
tical displacements are similar to that of void ratio, Fig. 8(f).
The contour plots of void ratio and deformed conﬁgurations of
granular layer are presented in Fig. 9. According to this ﬁgure,
the deformation of large shearing is localized in the narrow zone
located at the middle of layer. The brighter strip, in the ﬁgure, is
corresponded to the higher void ratio because of dilatancy within
the shear band and the darker one to the lower void ratio. Compar-
ing the contour plots, presented in Figs. 7 and 4, the location and
thickness of shear band strongly depend on micro-polar boundary
conditions, prescribed along the interface. In this case, the pre-
dicted thickness of shear band is about 23 d50. Consequently, the
thickness of shear band is narrower for free rotation resistance in
comparison with that of constrained rotation resistance along the
interface.5.3. Thickness of shear band
In Cosserat continuum, the thickness of shear band is indepen-
dent of the element size, where this size is small enough
(Tejchman and Bauer, 1996; Tejchman, 1997; Alsaleh, 2004).
Meanwhile, its thickness does not depend on the height of sheared
layer where this height is more than twice the predicted thickness
of shear band (Huang and Bauer, 2003). As mentioned earlier, the
thickness of shear band is not a material constant and it is gov-
erned by many factors. These factors are: size, shape and surface
roughness of grains, initial density, stress state and the interaction
between soil and bounding structure (Tejchman, 1997; Bauer and
Huang, 1999; Huang, 2000; Tejchman and Gudehus, 2001; Alsaleh,
2004; Alshibli et al., 2006).
It is emphasized that the mean grain size (d50) is a crucial factor.
The relation between thickness of shear band and mean grain size
was observed in Roscoe’s experiments (Roscoe, 1970). This is why
mean grain size is chosen as the scaling parameter and internal
length in the constitutive equations of Cosserat continuum (Voyia-
djis et al., 2005; Arslan and Sture, 2007).
In this section, parametric studies are carried out in order to
investigate the effects of initial void ratio (e0), constant vertical
pressure (P0) – applied at the top surface of granular layer- and
mean grain size (d50) on the shear band thickness. The basic case
is ﬁxed for e0 = 0.6, P0 = 100 kPa and d50 = 1.0 mm. Two different
micro-polar boundary conditions, free and constrained Cosserat
rotations, are assumed along the interface.
The inﬂuence of initial void ratio on the shear band thickness is
shown in Fig. 10(a). It is seen that the normalized shear band thick-
ness (t/d50) increases with initial void ratio increasing. This ﬁnding
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The thickness of shear band is equal to the layer height
(40  d50) for very loose granular material (e0P ec = 0.84). In other
words, if the initial void ratio is equal to or more than its critical
value, i.e. ec = 0.84, then the shear band thickness reaches the size
of granular body (in our case, 40  d50).
Fig. 10(b) shows the dependence of normalized shear band
thickness (t/d50) on the vertical pressure. According to the results,
obtained from this study, normalized thickness of shear band in-
creases with vertical pressure increasing. This ﬁnding is in proper
accordance with those of other numerical studies (Tejchman,
1997; Tejchman et al., 1999; Tejchman and Gudehus, 2001; Huang
and Bauer, 2003). Furthermore, the effect of pressure level on the
shear band thickness is less pronounced within the considered
range than that observed in biaxial tests (Vardoulakis, 1980). It
should be mentioned that the effect of pressure level on the thick-
ness of shear band has not yet been clariﬁed. In the biaxial tests
(Desrues and Hammad, 1989; Yoshida et al., 1994) the thickness
decreases as the pressure increases. However, this fact was seen in-
versely in wall friction tests (Löffelmann, 1989; Hassan, 1995) and
silo model tests (Nedderman and Laohakul, 1980; Tejchman, 1989)
performed in low pressure ranges. This inverse trend may be due
to the grain crushing in the experiments which is not taken into ac-
count in our constitutive relations. The grain crushing causes nar-
rower shear band since its thickness becomes smaller when the
grain size decreases (Tejchman, 2008). Fig. 10(c) shows that nor-
malized shear band thickness (t/d50) increases as the mean grain
size increases, similarly shown in experiments (Roscoe, 1970)
and DEM-simulation (Bardet and Proubet, 1992). As mentioned
in the previous sections, the thickness of shear band is also affected
by micro-polar kinematic boundary conditions, prescribed along
the interface, shown in Fig. 10.6. Conclusions
In this research, the deformation behavior of cohesionless gran-
ular soil layer in contact with a moving rigid bounding structure is
studied numerically using micro-polar (Cosserat) continuum ap-
proach. In this regard, the enhanced Lade’s single hardening consti-
tutive model is used in order to describe the mechanical behavior
of granular soil layer. In this model Cosserat rotations, couple stres-
ses and non-symmetric shear stresses are considered and the mean
grain size is incorporated as the internal length.
The shear localization of ﬁnite thickness can be captured by mi-
cro-polar elasto-plastic model, presented in this research. Mean-
while, the approaching of stationary states in localized zone can
be taken into account as well. Furthermore, the thickness of shear
band, obtained from ﬁnite element calculations, is not sensitive to
the element size due to the presence of internal length, with re-
spect to enough small size of provided elements.
The ﬁnite element results are demonstrated for two different
micro-polar kinematic boundary conditions. These conditions are
prescribed along the interface between inﬁnite extended narrow
granular layer and rigid bounding structure under large move-
ment. In the ﬁrst condition, the particles are free to rotate along
the interface, while in the second, they are prevented from rotat-
ing. A parametric study is conducted with the proposed micro-po-
lar model to consider the inﬂuences of initial void ratio, vertical
pressure and mean grain size on the thickness of shear band.
The results, obtained for soil behavior under large shearing in
the vicinity of interface, are outlined as follows:
 The location and thickness of shear band in the granular body
are strongly inﬂuenced by micro-polar kinematic boundary
conditions, prescribed along the interface. For an inﬁniteextended narrow layer, shear strain localization appears parallel
to the direction of shearing. This happens in the middle of gran-
ular layer or close to the boundaries regarding Cosserat bound-
ary conditions, employed at the bottom and top surfaces of
layer. Shear band is formed at the middle of layer in the sym-
metric Cosserat boundary conditions, prescribed at the top
and bottom of layer; otherwise, it is located closer to the bound-
ary with less restriction of particle rotation.
 Polar quantities are noticeable in the shear band. Cosserat rota-
tions, increasing void ratios, high gradient of micro-curvatures
and couple stresses can be used to identify the shear band.
Unlike conventional non-polar continuum, horizontal displace-
ments and couple stresses are non-linearly distributed across
the height of sheared layer, even if the material is homogeneous
and non-polarized in the initial state. The state quantities tend
towards a stationary state in large monotonic shearing.
 The distributions of state quantities within sheared layer
strongly depend on the prescribed micro-polar boundary condi-
tions, indicating the rotation resistance of soil particles against
the surface of bounding structure. Furthermore, the distribu-
tions of normal and shear stresses, across the height of granular
layer, depend highly on the magnitudes of horizontal displace-
ment applied to the bounding structure. As the displacement of
bounding structure increases, the distributions of stresses
become more non-uniform across the height. This also implies
that the shear behavior of micro-polar elasto-plastic granular
layer is strongly affected by the displacement magnitude of
bounding structure.
 Shear localization takes place from the beginning of shearing.
The location and thickness of shear band depend strongly on
the initial void ratio and mean grain size. However, the effect
of vertical pressure, applied on the top surface of granular layer,
is rather small within the considered range.
 A smooth distribution of void ratio is obtained across the shear
band; therefore, no oscillation is observed which is consistent
with the experimental observations. It is emphasized that the
stress components in the shear band are also uniformly distrib-
uted in contrast with the earlier results already published in the
literature where micro-polar hypoplastic models have been
used.
 The thickness of active zone of shear localization changes in
accordance with the amount of shear deformation and is
not necessarily coincide with the band thickness of higher
void ratio. Such thickness only reﬂects the history of dilat-
ancy. The predicted thickness of shear band is higher for ini-
tially looser material, higher vertical pressure, larger mean
grain size and higher rotation resistance of soil particles along
the interface. If the initial void ratio approaches or exceeds
the critical void ratio, then shear band reaches the height of
granular body.
 The predicted mobilized interface friction angle tends toward a
stationary value for large shearing and homogeneous boundary
condition along the interface which is similar to the residual
friction angle of granular material for plane shearing.
 Enhanced elasto-plastic Lade’s model, with embedded Cosserat
rotations and couple stresses, can simulate properly the locali-
zation phenomenon in the granular materials during plane
shearing. This conclusion is based on the numerical results,
obtained from this study, conducting numerous ﬁnite element
analyses. The FE results have been veriﬁed qualitatively by
experimental observations as well as other numerical studies.
 It should be mentioned that there are few experimental studies
in the literature concerning micro mechanics of granular mate-
rials. So far, limited quantitative information has been provided
on the soil deformation near interfaces at the scale of grains.
Therefore, relevant experimental studies are recommended
B. Ebrahimian et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 49 (2012) 257–278 277concerning the detailed analysis of kinematics of grains and the
emergence of grain-scale structures within the shear band.
More importantly, the numerical results presented herein, can
be used as a basis to be compared with the future laboratory
experiments as well as DEM-simulations.Acknowledgments
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